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Why Digitize? ML/DW
● Access
○ To provide specific community or public with 
access to rare/distant/fragile material
○ Enhance access via search+, disabled users
● Preservation
○ To conserve analogue assets and preserve for the 
long term
Who? DW
● In house
○ Building staff expertise is a key opportunity is using 
internal resources
○ Students also make great digitization staff
○ Metadata

Who? DW
● Outsource
○ Consider for expensive digitization, system 
customization and hosting

What? ML/DW
● Special/Unique Collections form the core
● Any kind of collection is potential, including 
artifacts with multiple views & data
● Emphasis on local helps build community
● Find collections attractive to donors, e.g. 
local histories, Celtic music, UPEI history
● Similar to our approach for analogue info



How? DW
1. Evaluate and select material
a. Depts come to us
2. Clear permission to use material
a. Up to content owners
3. Determine technical 
specifications
a. Metadata (consultation)
b. File formats
4. Develop workflows
a. Standardize where possible
5. Determine resources needed
a. Can owner digitize?
b. To our specs?
c. Will let owner hire students 
and Library oversee work
6. Decide if you will outsource 
a. Newspaper example
8. Identify and acquire necessary 
resources
a. Type of scanner needed?
b. Need to get equipment?
9. Hire and train staff
a. Students can train others
b. Staff supervisor
10. Execute the project
a. Create the content and 
metadata, e.g. using bib 
control services
b. Add content and metadata, 
often as a batch process
11. Test, Polish and Launch
Workflows
Adding a simple compound object (Book)









Facilities DW
Equipment you may need 
and possible costs
























Staff Skills ML
● Project Manager
● Subject Matter 
Expert/Selector
● Conservator
● Metadata
● Scanning tech
● Quality 
control/Test 
● Data entry tech
● Programmer/tech
● Systems admin
● Interface designer
● Documentation
Stephen Chapman, Considerations for Project Management in Handbook for Digital Projects:  A Management Tool for Preservation and 
Access. Ed. Maxine K. Sitts. Northeast  Document Conservation Center, 2000.
$$ ML
● Project budgets will vary widely
● UPEI has used soft funds to add resources to 
core team for most projects 
● Quick rule of thumb:
● Staff estimate x 1.3 = Project Budget
● Add/subtract for outsourcing/in-kind
Interfaces ML
● Digital Library interfaces typically include
○ Browse (title, name, date, format, geo)
○ Search (keyword, fielded, boolean)
○ Faceting, Timelines, Mapping
○ My List Creation, Export/Print







MUN Interface Examples DW
CONTENTdm Out of the Box
















Metadata ML
● Data about data
● No functionality without metadata
● Provides basis of most interface functions
● Valuable for searching, data mining content
● Standards-based schemas best approach as 
it encourages interoperability
Dublin Core
● Dublin Core and Qualified Dublin Core
● Basic metadata format even when other 
more detailed schemas available
● Provides common set of elements and also 
facilitates federation and integration
● Can be created via a mapping from others
Descriptive Metadata ML
● Describes the digital asset/item
○ MODS, EAD, PBCore
○ MADS, EAC-CPF, FOAF
○ LIDO, CIDOC-CRM
○ Darwin Core, EML, MzXML
Technical Metadata ML
● Describes the data file and characteristics
○ textMD
○ MIX
○ AudioMD / videoMD
● Tools like ExifTool, Jhove, FITS extract 
● Used for preservation and transformation
Administrative Metadata ML
● Describes data that help manage repository
○ When items were created
○ Access controls, copyright/license data
○ Provenance
● May be record or part of a record (e.g. 
METSRights)
Preservation Metadata ML
● Goal is to provide a standards-based record 
of the asset and any actions taken
○ the information a repository uses to support the 
digital preservation process
● PREMIS is the de-facto standard
● Most complex of the standard metadata
Best Practice Approach ML
● Goal is to leverage community knowledge 
and not reinvent the wheel, or create 
“compromised digital collections”
● Library of Congress is a key resource
○ LoC Digitizing Guidelines
○ FADGI Digitization Guidelines
Preservation Master ML
● Concept of Preservation Master file (PM) 
with derived, or service copies is key
● With PM & descMD (+ other MD) should be 
able to recreate digital collections into the 
future
● PM may be stored offline, or used to 
dynamically generate service copy
● Descriptions that follow are for PM file
File Sustainability ML
● Openness & Transparency
● Adoption as a preservation standard
● Stability & Compatibility
● Dependencies & Interoperability
● Standardization
Textual Documents DW
● Various depending on source
● Plain Text or Formatted options
● TXT, XML, PDF/A
● Other formats (e.g. pdf, doc/docx) should 
be converted to above when added



Images DW
● Quality defined by PPI/DPI & tonal 
resolution
● Recommended:
○ JPEG/JPEG2000, PNG, TIFF, GeoTIFF
○ bitonal/24 bit colour, 600 PPI/DPI
● Higher resolution better for OCR (600)



Audio DW
● Bit rate and bit depth define quality
● Recommended: 96 kHz / 24 bit (48/24)
● Broadcast Wave Format (BWF) preferred
○ A form of WAV file
○ Can contain metadata about recording




Video DW
● Quality defined by frame rate & resolution
● Variety of codecs and formats a challenge
● JPEG 2000 MXF preferred
○ J2K-encoded frames in an XML wrapper
○ AVI, MOV, MPEG-4 common codecs
○ H.264/MPEG-4 AVC



Web Archives DW
Websites often disappear and are lost
● For capturing websites
● Web ARChive Format (WARC)
● Preferred, newer spec than ARC
● Better support for harvest, exchange
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Structured Data ML
● Databases, spreadsheets, etc.
● Recommended: SIARD or CSV-style files
○ SIARD for storing databases, capturing the structure 
and content, uses XML
○ CSV a flat file rendering of tables & data, may need 
data models/dictionaries 
● DDI also for complex statistical data
Sustainability ML
● Sustainability of digital collections 
increasingly tied to local vs external
● Cost effectiveness depends on availability 
of local IT resources
○ Local still good for large volumes > 10 TB
○ Cloud viable for smaller < 10 TB
● Consortial approach brings both potentially
Hosted/Cloud Options ML
● Cloud options similar to hosted
● Amazon EC2 most common cloud platform
● OpenStack an open source alternative to 
building “private” cloud services
● DuraCloud uses variety of cloud providers to 
facilitate back-up/preservation services
Persistent Identifiers
● PURL, Handle, ARK, DOI
● Support for PURLs does not guarantee 
persistence or permanence
● Organizations must maintain systems 
regardless of type of PURL
● G. Bilder’s post on DOIs is a must read
MUN Operations DW




Shared Systems/Collaboration ML
● Software systems increasingly capable, esp. 
when it comes to consortial hosting
● Save on cost of staff, gear, SW
● Centralized service reduces overhead, but 
may restrict flexibility
● Shared framework may provide additional 
copies/options for preservation copy

Examples: Open Source
● Easy to install & maintain
● Digital Library Collections
○ Omeka, Greenstone
● Institutional Repositories
○ DSpace, EPrints
● Islandora
○ Flexible, useful for DLCs, IRs, Research Data and 
any kind of digital data
○ Based on Drupal/Fedora
○ Strong multi language support
○ Solution pack approach, releases
○ Growing community


















Think outside the box... or in this case inside the box
Be prepared for anything
You never know what might come your way
Digital Archives Initiative (DAI)
Memorial University's Digital Archive
http://collections.mun.ca
UPEI’s IslandArchives.ca
http://islandarchives.ca/
http://digitalpreservation.ncdcr.gov
Questions?
Mark Leggott - mleggott@upei.ca
Don Walsh - dfwalsh@mun.ca
